MassMEP Technology Forum
Tuesday, September 22, 2009
Beechwood Hotel, Worcester, MA
Featured Topic: Get Ahead of Your Competition With Faster Product to Market Times
See the technology in action and learn how you can reduce costs and increase sales and productivity
Join us for a presentation of the revolutionary

KeyCreator System featuring “Intelligent

Geometry” technology and the unique Validation Tool. Kubotek’s KeyCreator software is used by manufacturing
professionals to create new solutions, in a broad range of applications. The Validation Tool™ provides precise CAD
model comparison for assurance of model integrity throughout the manufacturing
supply chain.
The presentation includes a panel discussion with current users– hear and see
“KeyCreator is the easiest, fastest
first-hand how it works.
and most reliable tool for handling
multiple file formats. In our
KeyCreator and Validation Tool Benefits:
business, we don’t have a choice in
the format or geometry our
¾ Improve the quality, quantity and speed of response to RFQs by
customer sends. No matter what
we get, KeyCreator software has no
using intelligent tools for ECO’s and data validation.
trouble handling the file, even in
¾ Eliminate wasted time and money redrawing CAD models.
wireframe. Unlike other systems in
¾ Learn how to improve your productivity up to 10 times.
use, KeyCreator allows us to start
¾ Learn how to read more software programs with a single
working immediately even if data is
incomplete.”
investment.
Shawn Ramey
¾ See how you can reduce the number of CAD packages you
Alex Products, Inc.

support and still be able to read customer files.
¾ Keep your capital investment down.
¾ Benefit from explicit 3D CAD technology on the manufacturing
floor that is easy to implement.

Event attendees will receive a free Demonstration Copy of KeyCreator
and one attendee will receive a FREE Kubotek Spectrum MultiCAD
viewer – a $995 Value.
Program Schedule
7:30 am
8:00 am
10:00 am
10:30 am
11:00 am

Registration and Networking Breakfast
Intro to Technologies
Client Panel Discussion, they will share their experience
with the software program
Q&A
Adjourn

When you compare the software’s
powerful 3D capabilities, flexible
approach and ease of use, we found
KeyCreator is a contender when
compared to other high end
modelers,” said Basilius. “Because of
the custom work and one–of- akind tooling we do, there is no way
a history-based parametric system
could help us. Flexibility and speed
are key”
Scott Basilius
Basilius, Inc.

Registration
Registration fee: $25
Register online at www.massmep.org and click on upcoming events or contact
Kathie Mahoney at kathiem@massmep.org or 508-831-7020

About MassMEP
MassMEP partners with manufacturing organizations to help them achieve business excellence through
proven performance-based training methods.

About Kubotek
The Kubotek Corporation Creation Engineering Division is the leading pioneer in 3D geometry-based
engineering software. By utilizing its technology foundation in pure geometry, as opposed to model
history/constraints, Kubotek delivers high value solutions and practical improvements to customer efficiency.
Kubotek heavily invests in world-class research and development teams dedicated to building new
technology to address current needs in today’s engineering community.

